Team Up With an Industry Expert

Focusing on your core business is your top priority. But your focus can blur when you have to deal with constantly changing, telecommunications technologies—technologies you rely on for business communications. Maybe it’s time to upgrade or get a new phone system, but you have questions:

- What kind of business phone system do we need?
- How do we choose the right hardware?
- Which service provider should we use?
- Which features are essential to our unique way of doing business?

You need a trusted partner who can answer your questions and help guide you through the myriad of evolving technologies. Whether you want the latest in IP telephony solutions or just a basic phone system, you need expert guidance to help you make the best decisions.

Why Integra? It’s Simple.

- Guaranteed response time and parts availability
- Five-year parts warranty on all new systems
- Single-source provider for network services and equipment
- Dedicated project management team
- Extensive installation and training experience

BUSINESS BENEFITS

- Customized Business Productivity Services – Choose from a variety of customizable services, whether you need basic voice and data or more advanced applications, including teleworker apps, unified voice and fax messaging, communication and collaboration solutions, mobility choices, contact center solutions, and more

- Best-in-Class Partnerships – Get connected with leading manufacturers, selected by Integra for award-winning technology and a reputation for support and commitment to technological innovations

- Full Service Provider – Whether you need the latest in IP telephony solutions or a basic phone system, Integra will help you throughout the process, from selection and installation to training and ongoing support
Don’t Let Mobility Slow You Down

Fast, convenient, affordable mobile communications have become the norm for consumers and businesses of all sizes. A customized mobile communications solution can cut your operating costs and boost productivity by providing security and mobility with minimal liability, while improving customer service.

- **WLAN Internet Mobility** – Set up hotspots; secure and encrypt data and authenticate guest logins.
- **Voice Documentation and Recording** – Meet regulatory requirements and document verbal agreements over the phone.
- **VOIP Data Design and Implementation** – Rely on high-performance equipment and network assessment testing for VoIP verification.
- **VoIP Data Design and Implementation** – Seamlessly integrate voice communications with Microsoft® Office and other products.
- **Digital Video Surveillance Systems** – Secure your facilities, cut insurance costs and enhance customer satisfaction.
- **Remote-Worker/Road Warrior Solutions** – Access voice/data services from anywhere, slashing overhead and trimming turnover.
- **Audio, Video & Web-Conferencing** – Eliminate unnecessary travel, record sessions and cuts costs.
- **Wireless Telephone Systems** – Walk, talk and work with long-range, industrial grade handsets.

Options and Customization

Our optional Guardian Maintenance Plans provide service level guarantees for response times in an emergency, end-user and system training, and discounts on future purchases. Need more? Turn to Integra for comprehensive phone system management through our Hosted PBX and Managed PBX services.